YACHIMUN NO SATO
The Hometowns of Ryukyu Ceramics
Story and photos by John J. Toomey

Communal noborigama and coral limestone pavement in the village of Yomitan's Yachimun no Sato

Even before the Ryukyu Kingdom took form in the 15th century, for thousands of years
kilns have been actively supplying the ceramic needs of their communities in this “Rope
of Floating Islands”. Okinawa (沖縄) means “floating rope” in Japanese, as does the
Chinese Liu Qiu , which the Japanese pronounce as Ryukyu. The Okinawans call it うち
なー (uchinaa) and themselves uchinaa’nchu. But it was during that 15th century that
King Sho Hashi (尚巴志,1371–1439, r. 1422–1439) had united the previous three
kingdoms and all the islands under the First Sho dynasty, with Shuri (today’s Naha) as
the capital of the Ryukyu Kingdom and the centre for ceramics production. The 1458
inscription on the (replica, original in Okinawa Prefectural Museum) bronze Bell of
Nations hanging in front of the castle tells that the Ryukyus and its ships formed a sea
bridge of trade for China, Korea, Japan, Siam, and other Southeast Asian states. This
explains the sudden surge, not only in pottery production, but also in styles during this
time, influenced by items of trade with these countries, as the Ryukyuan traders played
the role of middlemen. Many potter families have continued their traditions throughout
the 160 islands in this “rope”, but the villages of Tsuboya in the capital of Naha and
Yomitan, a bit further to the north on the main island, stand out for their excellence.
When this author lived in Naha 42 years ago, the city government had already
prohibited wood-burning kilns, so essential to the tactile and visual aesthetics of Ryukyu

glazes. Thus, many potters moved to the small town of Yomitan to set up their special
Yachimun no Sato (pottery village) where they could carry on their ancient traditions
freely near the ocean.

Incised white slip stoneware tsubo
pot, TSUBOYA-YAKI, by KINJO
JIRO,1960s (In the possession of
URASOE ART MUSEUM, OKINAWA,
JAPAN), with permission

Tsuboya-yaki (Yomitan?) incised stoneware, Kinjo Jiro, c. 1972, gift
from Kinjo’s intimate, ikebana instructor Keiko Robbins, upon
author’s transfer from Okinawa to mainland Japan

Foremost was Kinjo Jiro (1912-2004), declared a National Living Treasure by the
Japanese, who re-took the Ryukyus from American administration in May of 1972, a few
months before this author’s arrival. Still known as Tsuboya pottery, Kinjo carried on
using sea green and blue colors and ash glaze in his ceramics, often with fish motifs on
an ochre background; and his sons, now in their 80s continue this tradition while the
grandsons run the sales. The communal kiln that they fire must be the longest
noborigama (climbing kiln) in the world—and impossible to fit completely into a
photograph due to size and surrounding vegetation. Its many chambers allow for
different temperatures and varied effects that the ash has as it wafts its way up the hill
in the air currents, resulting in different subtle variations in the glaze within the
successive chambers. When they wish to control the effects, the potters place an
individual piece within a saggar, a round plaster or clay covered jar, before firing it.

Long noborigama communal kiln used by Kinjo and his family

Recently, Japanese commercial concerns
are pushing an erroneous notion that
Tsuboya-yaki pottery is traditionally a rich
red with golden overlay enamels, and thus
the former charm once experienced by
strolling down the lanes of Tsyboya village
in the Naha Capital becomes instead a
dreadfully garish and expensive tourist
Tsuboya dessert plate for Okinawa G8 Summit 2000:
commercial garishness marketed politically
trap nightmare. Still the museum and old
homes, especially the potter family
Arakaki (possible reading: Niigaki) Mansion, now under repairs there, are worth a visit, if
only for their historical and archaeological interest.

Traditional shi-sa lion-dogs guard Tsuboya homes

Eave decoration in Tsuboya Village, Naha City

Potter Arakaki Mansion under restoration in Tsuboya. Roof tiles almost finished. Coral limestone wall

Overview of mansion reconstruction, March, 2010. Eastern kiln in upper R corner (photo displayed on site)

Condition of the old roof tiles (photo from site)

Cearmics and glass items found under floor of
tokonoma (alcove for displaying art
objects)(photo displayed on site)

Restoration of roof tiles (photos displayed on site)

Excavation of mansion's eastern noborigama kiln (photo displayed on site)

At the time of the handover of Okinawa to Japan, this author noticed that the divide
between the culture of the ancient Ryukyuan Kingdom and the Japanese Empire was
quite distinct, separating language, customs, religion, festivals, clothing, weaving,
lacquer, other crafts, food, and political structure. Okinawa is still dotted with sixteen
medieval castles of its ancient three kingdoms and a multitude of equally old turtleback
tombs (representing a woman giving birth), all made of coral limestone, as are many of
the homes, fences, and ancient roads, as well as the castle ramparts.

Ancient coral limestone kameko-baka turtleback tomb, near Chatan area,
representing rebirth from the womb

Ceramic urn of 20th generation
Rykukyu King in Tama Udon Royal
Mausoleum (photo displayed on site)

Shuri-jo Castle itself had been the world’s largest wooden building before World War
Two when it was bombed. It has since been rebuilt and re-lacquered both inside and
out in red and the Usasuka throne dais was recreated by Prefectural Intangible Cultural
Asset Maeda Koin, who inlaid it with mother-of-pearl of a particularly fine and lustrous
variety of the great green turban shell, the world’s finest quality shell, which grows only
in the kuroshio warm current off the Ryukyus and Thailand. Chinese envoys to the old
Ryukyu Kingdom, impressed with the level of culture and civilization as exemplified by
the warmth of their hospitality, the grandeur of their castles and palaces, court
ceremonies, music and dance, and refinement of textiles, lacquer, ceramics and
cuisine, commented that this was truly the “Land of Courtesy”. Thus, the Shu-rei no
mon, the “Gate of Preserving Courtesy”, greets visitor to the Shuri-jo Castle even today.

The red lacquered Seiden Throne Hall of Shuri-jo Castle

Reconstructed Mother-of-Pearl inlay lacquer usasuka throne of the King of the Ryukyus

Shurei no Mon, "The Gate of Preserving Courtesy"

In Yomitan, besides the prodigious communal kilns, one is surrounded with large work
sheds filled with tools, clay, and red pine kindling. Shards scattered everywhere attest to
the pride of workmanship the potters demand of themselves, as they destroy imperfect
pieces. The very landscape is of red earth,
which is filtered in shallow man-made
ponds to remove the coarse bits and leave
the clay, which is wedged and kneaded by
hand, shaped on the wheel, dried and
then decorated with cobalt, copper,
manganese, chromium oxide and natural
ash glazes before its single firing. This is
quite different from the western procedure,
which includes a biscuit firing before the
application of the glaze, after which the
Artificial pond for dredging impurities from clay
pot is fired a second time.
The craft is usually limited to men, but not many decades ago a young woman from
Scandinavia apprenticed to learn how Okinawan pottery was made. She was made an
honorary man by the village because women weren't allowed during the firing! On
Okinawa there's always a way around traditional restrictions if the reason is important
enough.

For those who are not familiar with the distinct styles and techniques of Uchinaa
yachimun Ryukyuan ceramics, a fascinating world of vivid color and luxurious texture
awaits your exploration when you do go to visit the “Floating Rope” of the Ryukyu
Islands. This is not Tokyo and the pottery villages and people are unique throughout the
various islands of this archipelago. Warm hearts of down-to-earth and courteous
people will cry out, “Mensore, Ichido oide!” “Welcome, come visit!”

